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Abstract
Let xbe a Banach space, and let 19'( x) denote the Banach algebra of endornorphisms
of :t. A one-parameter family of operator-valued functions {S(t), t E R+}, where
S(t) :R+ -+ tS'(x), is said to be a generalized semigroup of operators on l' if (1) S(s+t)-
-S(s)S(t) = F(s, t), s, t E R+, (2) S(s)S(t)=S(t)S(s), (3) S(O)=I, where F(s, t): R+ X
XR+ -+ tf(x). Solutions of Eq. (1) in the uniform operator topology were considered
in an earlier paper ofthe authors iProc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 60 (1968), 1170-1174).
In this paper the authors investigate the analytical properties of Eq. (1) in the strong
operator topology, when it is assumed that the perturbation family F(s, t) is bounded
relative to the family S(t). A representation of S(t) is given; and, as an example,
a generalized semigroup of translations on CEO, ooJ is considered.
1. 1ntroduciion.
Let £ be a Banach space, and let 6"(£) denote the Banach algebra of
endomorphisms of £. A one-parameter family of operator-valued functions
{S(t), t E R+}, where 8(t): R+ --+ 6'(I), is said to be a generalized semiqrowp
0/ operators on I if
\ 8(s +t) - 8(s)8(t) = Fte, t), s, t E R+,
8(s)8(t) = 8 (t)8 (s), 8, t E R+,
( 8(0) =1,
where Et«, t): R+ x R+ --+ 6"(,t). The generalized semigroup relation (1) was
introduced by RICHARDSON [7]. The two-parameter family of operator-
valued functions Fte, t) can be regarded as a perturbation family which
expresses the departure of {8(t), t E R+} from a semigroup relation, which
would hold in case Fte, t)= e (the null operator) for all s, t E R+. From (1)
it follows immediately that (i) F(O, t) = Fts, 0) = e, (ii) Ei«, t) = Ftt, s)
(symmetry).
The study of operators S(t) which arise as solutions in the uniform
operator topology of functional equations of the form (1) was initiated
by BUCHE and BHARUCHA-REID [1]. In this paper we investigate the
analytical properties of the solution of Eq. (1) in the strong operator
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topology, when it is assumed that the perturbation family 1'(8, t) is
bounded relative to the family S(t) (cf., KATO [4]). In Section 2 we
establish a result on the rate of growth of IIS(t)ll, and obtain an extension
of a result of PHILLIPS [6] on the connection between strong measurability
and boundness of a semigroup. Section 3 is concerned with the properties
of the (first) infinitesimal generator of the generalized semigroup; and in
Section 4 we present results on the representation of S(t) in the strong
operator topology. Finally, in Section 5 we consider as a concrete example
a generalized semigroup of translations on 0[0, 00]'
2. JJIeaswrability and Bousuledmess of the Generalized. 8emigroup Operator
The two-parameter family of operator-valued functions {1'(8, t), 13, t E R+}
will be said to be relcttively bounded with respect to the one-parameter
family {S(t), t E R+} if
(2) IIF(s, t)fll<;KIIS(s)S(t)fll, f EX.
We now prove the following lemma on the rate of growth of log IIS(t)ll.
Lemma 1. If p(t) = log IIS(t)11 is bounded on the interval (0, to) for each
to>O, and if 1'(13, t) satisfies condition (2), then lim sup t-1 log IIS(t)11 < 00.
t-+oo
Proof. Since 11F(8, t)11 <;KIIS(8)8(t)ll, it follows that
IIS(s + t)11 <;(K + 1)118(8)S(t)ll,
and hence
and
118(2t)11 <;(K + 1)118(t)112,
IIS(3t)11 <;(K + 1)IIS(2t)S(t)11 <;(K + 1)21IS(t)113.
By induction, IIS(nt)11 < (K + 1)n-11IS(t)lln for any positive integer nand
t » 0. Consider now a fixed to> 0. Let n be a positive integer such that
nto<;t«n+1)to. Then
S(t) = S(nto + t - nto)
= S(nto)S(t -nto) +1'(nto, t - nto),
so that
118(t)11 <;(K + 1)(K + 1)n-11IS(to)llnIIS(t -nto)11
<;(K + 1)nIIS(to)llnpo
<;(K + 1)npon+l,
where po= sup 118(t)ll. Hence
O~t~to
t- 1 log IIS(t)11 <;nt-1 log (K + 1)+ (n + 1)t-1 log po,
from which it follows that
(3) lim sup t-1 log IIS(t)11 <;to-1[log (K + 1)+ log po].
t-+oo
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Corollary 1. There exist positive constants M and fJ such that
IIS(t}11 < M e".
We now state and prove a result on the relationship between the strong
measurability and boundedness of S(t}.
Lemma 2. II S(t} is strongly measurable, and F(s, t} satisfies con-
dition (2), then IIS(t}11 is bounded on every finite interval [tl, tz], tI, tz E R+,
tl < iz.
Proof. The proof is based on arguments of MIYADERA [5]. In view
of the uniform boundedness theorem it would suffice to prove that IIS(t}/11
is bounded in [tl, tz] for each I E :to Suppose that this is not true for some
IE:t. Then there exists a i E(tI, tz) and a sequence {r»} C[tI, tz] such
that in --+ i and IIS(in}/ll:>n for all n, On the other hand IIS(t}/11 being
measurable, there exist a constant N and a measurable set G C [0, i],
with measure ft(G}>i/2, such that sup IIS(t}/II<N.
tEG
Let En = {(in - o): 0 E G n [0, in]}. Then En is measurable, and for n
sufficiently large ft(En}:> i/2. Now for 0 E G n [0, in] we have
n <, IIS(in}/1I
< II(S(in - o}S(o}+F(in - 0, 0}}/11
«K+ 1}IIS(in-o}IIIIS(o}/11
< (K + 1}NIIS(in - 0}1I,
and hence IIS(t}11 :>n/(K+ I}N for all tEEn. Denoting lim supn En by E
we see that IIS(t}1I = 00 for all tEE, and ft(E):> i/2 > 0, which is a contra-
diction.
The above lemma is an extension of a result of PmLLIPs [6] for semi-
groups of operators.
3. The infinitesimal generator
In what follows we assume that S(t} is strongly continuous for t E R+.
This implies boundedness on every finite interval of R+. Let A h = (S(h) -1)/
h, h:» 0. The (first) infinitesimal generator A of the generalized semigroup
{S(t}, t E R+} is defined by
(4) AI= lim Ahl, I E ~(A),
h-+O
where ~(A) C I, and ~(A) is the set of elements IE :t for which the limit
exists. Clearly ~(A) is a linear subspace of :t, and A is a linear operator.
Let
(5)
( Q(t)1= lim F(s, t) I
) 8-+0 S
) = lim F(s, t-s) [,~ 8-+0 S
and let ~(Q(t)) be the set of all ! E :t for which the limit exists. In what
(6)
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follows we assume that ~(Q(t)) is independent of t; and, writing ~(Q(t))=
=~(Q), we assume that ~(Q) is dense in X. Following DUNFORD and
SCHWARTZ ([2], pp. 619-621), the following result is easily obtained from
the above assumptions and the properties of F(s, t).
Lemma 3. (a) If ~(A)=~(Q), then ~(A) is invariant under the
transformation S(t) for any t E R+; (b) For each f E ~(A) n ~(Q),
\ ;t (S(t)f) = S(t)Af +Q(t) f
~ =AS(t)f+Q(t)f,
and for all s, t E R+, s-et
(7)
t t
[S(t)-S(s)]f= SS(r)Afdr+ SQ(r)fdr
o 0
(c) If ~(A) =~(Q), then ~(A) is dense in X, and A is a closed operator
on ~(A).
4. Representation of the Generalized Semigroup
In this section we shall obtain a representation of S(t) as a strong
limit of a sequence of operators on X, convergence being uniform on
every finite interval of R+. The theorem stated below is a generalization
of the corresponding theorem for semigroups of operators and for the
generalized semigroup of operators in the uniform operator topology.
Theorem 1. Under the general assumptions of Section 3, and the
hypothesis that ~(A)=~(Q),
(8) S(t) = lim [exp {tA h} f + Jexp {(t - r) A h} F(hh' r) fdr]
h--+O 0
for each f E X, and uniformly for each t in any finite interval.
Proof. Let f E ~(A). Then by (6) and (7) the following holds:
S(t)f - exp {tAh}f =
t d
= S -d [exp {(t-r) Ah}S(r)f] dr=
o r
t
= S exp {(t-r) A h} (-Ah) S(r) fdr+
o
t
+ I exp {(t-r) Ah}[S(r) Af+Q(r)f] dr =
o
t
= - S exp {(t-r) Ah}(Ah-A) S(r) fdr +
o
t
+ Sexp {(t-r) A h} Q(r) [d«.
o
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Hence
t F(h r)
8(t)/- exp {tAh}1- f exp {(t-r) A h} h Idr =
o
t
= - f exp {(t-r) A h}8(r) [Ah-A] [da >
o
t [F(h, r) ]
-l exp {(t-r) A h} -h- - Q(r) [d«.
Therefore
II 8(t) I - exp {tAh}1- exp {(t-r) A h} F(~, r) Idr /J ,;;;; /llexp {(t-r) Ahll dr·
.o~~~t {118(r)IIII(A h- A) 111+ " [F(i r) - Q(r)] I II}·
The right hand side tends to zero as h --+°in view of our hypothesis,
and the definitions of A and Q(t); and since A is a strong infinitesimal
generator of a one-parameter semigroup of operators. By Lemma 3 (c),
.f0(A) is dense in :t; thus the conclusion of the theorem follows by the
Banach-Steinhaus theorem.
It is of interest, especially in applications, to have estimates of 118(t)-
- T(t)ll; that is, bounds for the departure of 8(t) from a semigroup operator.
We state the following result, which can he verified by straightforward
calculations:
Theorem 2. Let T(t)=s-limeAh,t, and let IletA"/II,;;;;Oeytll/ll lor
"-+0
t E [0, T] (T finite). Then lor each IE :t and unilormly lor t E [0, T]
(9) 11[8(t) -T(t)] III,;;;; O[(eyt -1)ly] lil~~"l~p II F(i r) I II·
O~T~t
5. A Generalized 8emigroup 01 Translations on 0[0, 00].
We define a family of operators {S(t), t E R+}, 8(t): R+ -> 6"(0[0, 00J)
as follows:
o;f(10) [8(t) f] (u) = I(u + t) + I-H I(u), lEO [0, 00],
where liXl < 1. Clearly lim (8(t)f)(u) = I(u), and 118(t)11 = 1 /- ~. Since
t-+o l+t
(F(s, t) f) (u) =
[ t s ( s +t cxst)]=-cx I_t_tl(u+s)+ l+sl(u+t)-iX I-j-sH-(l-!s)(1 H) I(u) ,
we have
I/F(s, t)/11 < 118(s)8(t)/ll, IE 0[0, 00], s, t » 0.
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Also
[ t , (1 cd ) ](Q(t)f}(U)=-IX l+tf(u)+f(u+t)-IX (1+t)2-1+t f(u) .
Thus ~(Q(t)) is independent oft, and is defined whenever D= -zd is defined.
eu
The (first) infinitesimal generator is given by
Af(u) = lim ~ [f(u +h) + 1IX\ f(u) - f(7L)] = (D +rx) f(u).
h~O +
Hence ~(A)=~(Q(t)), and £Il(A) is dense in x. Let Ihf(u)=f(u+h)-
-f(u),h>O. Then, by the representation theorem
(8(t) f) (u) = ~~ [(exp {t ,,1hh -I- 1~ h}) f(u)-
- IX j (exp { (t - T) ,,1hh + IXt;;) })
( _ T_ Llh _1_,,1 + T(l+(H-iX) (l+h+T))) .f(U)dt]liT h + l+h T (l+h)(l+T)(l+h+T) .
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